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New Drug's Origin 
By Monica Yadegar 
Senior Staff Writer 
ing You To Cancer? 
acetous warnings of benzoyl 
toxide, a Food and Drug 
ministration advisory panel 
gimously recommneded that the 
;A allow the acne medication to 
nain on the market. According to 
in mice. In defiance of these 
gs, the FDA Dermatologic 
ig the popular medication 
Teen Arrested For Death Of 
Of Drug 
Baseball vs. UC Santa Baibara, Billy Hebert Field 
Baseball vs. UC Sanat Baibara, Billy Hebert Field 
UOP Hawaiian Club's 2nd Annual Luau, "Welcome to 
Paradise," Raymond Great Hall 
Mass, Morris Chapel 
Mass, Morris Chapel 
Miller accepts ASUOP oath 
L 
The Pacifican, Apm h* 
Residents 
By Cris Bartn 
Staff Wrtter 
Dortake In Wild Goose Chj„ f PartaKe _^weekwas t̂ul\ 
It was not quite as simple as X 
marks the spot" for treasure hunters 
from UOP last week—especially lor 
residents of the Eiselen residence hall, 
winners of this year's RHA Treasure 
groups. Theexcitemeniofthe Weberawwn Mall. On 
SnS righ. on ^ "Evening. g™uf» •>* »>m 
treasure Lwl to from around the area in „ 
These representatives were req i n ^piete the alphabet. Finally,J j 
do a lot more than just low hat afternoon, as theweekdreWto^ 
ip. Most of them did not kn groups were told to remove a! a jCa^ 
, were in for. Monday food from *** CaUlS0n Dining-A 
The week started out °" the quads. And at last, onF^, 
, omnns dressed inUOPatnresrngi^ ^ hunt begaa 
The groups still 
Rey 
retnanj"^—. _ w * u.v. . 




Association sponsored the ueasure hunt |^^'ealtagestabHshmOTtonracu». k of stiff competition 
last week. Most of the events were held pop™^ ^ groups were . . *, 
Hunt. The University's Residence Hall Marer a. »«££ 
.red the treasure hunt slablishmentonPtretflc 
* Tuesday, the 
oremintheir objects ftontfte 
.vengerhunt. By mid-week 
on levels were high ^ on ̂  they took the 
The groups consisted of 
last week. Most of the events w On gro ^ fist of questions, a map, and, 
on campus, while other events requ required to turn in their objects equations. Theywere requiredto-
groups to venture off campus to pa day-s scavenger hunt. y l_ J. the Questions using their ownm* 
such a Denny's on Pacific Ave., and J.  l ls 
Weberstown Mall. 
>k 
The groups t-'- was about to occur. Wednesua, 
representattves front the ;anou® when a,,east six gntup memhere TheploMpC 
residence halls on campus. Each day of oay ^ ̂ pajamas, find an on u v TO 
the week consisted of a new challenging member and build a human 
task to be tackled by the individual R 
Cultural Clubs Not Hard To Finn 
_ fKa AlfhAiidh HfsA hac tut«. , Although HSA has yet to pi» 
campus activity it has had several*, 
meetings and get-togethers. Asfe.* 
activities, it does plan on ] 
event in the spring semester. 
If anyone is interested in the H?, 
UOP students and Professor Carol Ann Hall show off just a fraction of the food collected. 
UOP and Stockton Community Contribute 
to Food Drive's Success 
SEditor'snoteilnthesecondofatwo-part club Spirit" 
^series, Pacifican reportere compiled this dub .r» « 
^roundupofseveralculturalorgamzarions 54 membeK, 15 of 
2 that have taken the responsibility of Hawaiian decent and 25 
uniting their own ethnic groups on and whic om Hawaii. Wong says 
off campus. Each club shares the same who are j to be Hawaiian to student Association, contactJesseXi 
jo*: to keep its traditional cultural Hawaiian a, 952-8208. 
badtgntund alive and recognized on )omf^b.'^egamme sense of 
campus as well as tn the Stockton peope share, says Wong. 
comnum"y' "Hawaiians are really friendly and 
Tntrmalinnal Cltinttst Club 
Goals of promoting cultural The Hawaiian ciuo is j 




uses of the 
^teCarmey. 
Bares and P"®1 
ve found twm 
Jeffries was 
^agam-* 








If you have never heard of flit; 
on campus known as Movit 
Estuddiantil Chicao De Azii 
lU A' m * ~ a areness and helping foreign students success, otherwise known as MECHA, to 
meal plan could donate it to the project. conceptNadiahad was totthe guarantee tomeet meet others are the foundations arenotalone. 
By Kimberly Wolterstorff ARAthen used the money saved by the would be for die food to be donated upon which ^ international Clunese Th _ ,. The luau will MECHAisapopularclub, 
Staff writer students giving up a meal to buy large directly to her former ™ersity. Club was founded. thpfailof feature entertainment by the club, a hula a very active one on the UOP a 
 S »S55i areas =a formed The Stockton community has also plane is jn the making. replaced an organization called the Asian door prizes. R nd Great Hall, and the origins of the club are inter?:. 
f theeffortsofthe Lynn Robeselli a woman from San Alliance The International Chinese Club on Apnl 18 in the Raymond u ̂  anfltne gins 
the Students for Students food dnve. shown ̂ support o^, ^ Francisco is the owner of a company was established for two reasons. One If interested in joining the Hawaiian as well as intnguing. 
The drive was originally formulated to student group. » M ^ n i... ...A« w . -__** i /»iiiKr>rfnrninminfonnationconceming The national chapter of MB 
was estaonsneu iur lwu icoauna. " 
-Hie drive was originally formulated to called Resolve which was formed for was to promote cultural awareness and cluborformoreinformauonranternmg 
gather food and supplies to send to Urtd supplies such ag- toothbrushes, syringes, thepurposeof serving to fly food to the ^nd, to help foreign students meet the upcoming luau, contacl 
A M- Gorky State UniveRlty ™ COurfisyrup andmuchmore. In addition Commonwealth of Independent States. otherpeople,saysclubPresidentRichard Wong, club President, at 472-9639 o 
former Soviet Umom Nadia fooddlive, The group has a meeting in the near KananiGaloloat944-7973. 
Kadochr^ovaan^vefrom R^sia A(jams Elementary Schooi, Stagg, and future with her to see if arrangements The Chinese Club in not limited to 
responsible forthebeginmngo TracvHighSchoolshavehadfooddrives can be made to use her plane to fly the just Chinese members however. There flmftllP Studfnf Aviation 
drive, which is m the completion stages T^;_ tWHnnatw1 tnthe supplies over. If the private plane is are several members with Korean and 
 ti l t  f 
was formed on the U.C. SantaB® 
campus in 1969. UOP adoptedfe; 
in 1983 with only lOpioneermei 
Although MECHA is 
Hispanic club, its members era.' 
from 
sent 
[TMlliy liio tuuv wmo, 
y ui i uu  u» c» "We were just a group of friends who aU UOP students to join te J 
at this time. eff^s of the aroup Three tons of food used.thereisthepossibilitythatstudents Vietnameseethnicbackgroundsaswell, decided we should start a formalized faculty advisor to MEOW 
Students for Students has^generated efforts c^ gro p wm ̂  able to fly in the plane as weU to ^ 60 percent of the members being club," said Jesse Xiong, Social Event Says,"Youdon'thavetobear* 
fl Iheuseo'f Uucks7or in traii^»rting the rasnllofsecuri^ reasons, te Air Force 
S — offocd. would be unable to allow any civilians 
nroeram said " ARA has been really The original plan for transport to the to accompany the supplies. 
Mn fdTinhelpine to gather food " ARA Commonwealth of Independent States As the project is comming to an end, 
was tluou^i the use of a United States Vicki Bazg^om coraraeraed, T!us 
who wanted to giveupameal from their Air Force plane. However, the original ( S e e  F o o d ,  P a g e  9  )  
Overall, there are about 60 to 80 
members in the club and about 40 of 
them are paid members. The difference 
between paid members and regular 
members is that paid members receive 
discounts on all the activities. Some of 
Coordinator for the Hmong Student 
Associatioa "It was formed in an effort 
to strengthen ourselves." 
As the social events coordinator, 
Xiong has the task of planning all of 
HSA's annual events. Although this 
might be a difficult task for one 
Nunsense 
(USCOUI115 UIl oil UlC dtuviuLo wjuinv WA ^ ~ 
the activities thatthe club offers are field individual, Xiong says he and the other 
trips, dances, lectures and other special members help out and do whatever it 
events such as, the Chinese New Year, a takes to get the job done, 
casino night and dance. HSA is a relatively new club on the 
s   '  t  e aminos 
help one. 
Being a part of a national) 
MECHA has many responsibilifc 
of its most important roles is to 
what is called a "Leaden 
Conference." 
The conference is primarily^ 
and conducted at local high sci 
While visiting neighboring s* 
MECHA members try to 
school as a ter 
told Trie New \ 
lawsuit agains 
violation of his 
Jeffries' remov 
result of a spot 
black arts festi1 
white boy,"Jefl 
audience. He t 
Mafiaconspire 
blacks unfavo 
that Jews helpc 
Immediate! 
city and state 
well as memb 
large Jewish ; 
urged City Col 
kind of action 
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The cast from, last week'splay, titled 
pose for the Pacifican. 
; encourage minority students tc A National ( ' 
The club holds a meeting every two UOPcampuUtwasfotmedinthespring higher educations. One of theiri' j 
weeks on Tuesday nights atthe Bechtel of 1991 by five pioneer members who by informing students that it is m ^ n 
Center. If interested in joining the had a desire to be recognized as a club, and money is available. "Thereanl ar 
The majority of the 30 current Chinese International Club, contact 
Richard Lum, club President, at 944-
7816 
Hawaiian Club 
—*—J ... fnrflrf ^^s and tl of scholarships available ior i fiVetimes 
members in HSA are from the country studentsandmanyoftherngo1"11 j surv 
of Laos. They also have members from because the students are unawartj j^Caa> e] 
Vietnam and Cambodia. "Even though exist," said Rivera, 
the club is called HSA we encourage While serving local I#sclt, 
anyone to join our club," said Xiong. MECHA is also busy oncainpus^ 
^dministrai 
If you have ever been to a graduation w.,yu v wu.„ , w,uu  4 ,u /uu , tU d v uBk""*1 
ceremony at UOP, youmay havenoticed As is the case with most clubs, each pi^ for upcoming events 
many of the graduates strewn with leis. have their own primary goals. For the meetings regulariy. 
The majority of these graduates were uc A s- ——1 
members of the Hawaiian Qub. 
The Hawaiian Club was established 
about five years ago by a group of 
iuiimj v/aia. i vi uic ti s r i n . ^ 
HSA, it is cultural awareness, while at jf anyone is interested in I® 
the same, time emnWi^™ cont^j Sally Rivera at 946-24-,f e phas zing the 
importance of education to its members. 
Hawaiians who gottogether on the UOP 
campus. Previously it was just a social 
club, but over the past two years it has 
become more formal. Richard Wong, 
EXCITING DISCOUNT LODGING 
Orlando: 4 day* a nlghtt *60: Marioo: s day* 4 nlghu *76 
Hawaii- 6 day* 6 night* *100. Z pwaon* He*ort Lodghio AlrwJra. 
















HELP THE CHILDREN 
209*547-0255 
CA FACILITY #390312275 
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HANDBOOK 92 
" Me the »»i  -a  > 
i il 
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[^Getting Signed 
CONTACT: 
C Major Record Labels, Publishers, 
Clubs, Promoters, Managers, studios, 
Distributors, Nationwide 
Send $35.00 (check or money order) toe 
A & R RECORD GUIDE 
• 'S  P.O.  Boor 88415 





had to rum n ouZY ĉt°"  ̂
lclhc alphabet 
wcrc told tg 
is- ^atiast.o^igHi; 
faUffwrawttUo^8^! 
5 lhe Academic Freedom One Million More Students 
$ Mouthing Off? 
°si W . jveustadt 
^•Theywe^.^a 
JltonSustagtheirq0^» 
hey took the an. * 
ls'nfomiationtheyplo2|aS 
map ^ Plotted ̂  
R *™*R E >  P A G E 9 ^% 
To Find 
Plough HSA has yet ln 
s activity ithashadsev^,' 
gs and get-togedtets. Asfol 
cs. 11 does plan on " 
the spnng semester 
lyonc is interested in the Hm 
.A^adon,^^ 
UrS "'the F'*< May Get Financial Aid 
. h| . - «id Iris MoloKky;^S0^'" ^^P^Sinianua^when 
^echaiimanofablackstudies the American a Jr^Z2^0man for he called homosexuality^ .noy-The cJ 
' nent, a university football coach, Professors. 'CS*1roHfSUTS ?^ination of Eighty God.'' 
an 
By Charles Dervarics 
CPS Special Correspondent 
0 
F 
^^r.aadaphilosophy ^^t ~ McCa^ycaheda^c^e^on 
.^Mhese four have more m butwedonhwantK^ctfr^ campus to express his support for a 26 to increase the maximum Pell Grant ifesi . . . . . .  u t  w e  d o n ' t  w a n t  t o  r e s t r i c t  f r e e  s o e e c h  s  t 0  e x p r e s s  h i s  s u p p o r t  f o r  a  
jnthan most would think. 0r ideas. What we need is morTfL Campaign 10 out a state law that 
Antheinc^asingly politically correct speech to say,'Hey we don't L protects W men and lesbians from 
Yes of the 90s, Leonard Jeffries, this.'" t agree with discrimination in housing and hiring. 
J McCartney, the Rev. Peter John In one ofthe first rulings dealing with . President Judith Albino-
Les and professor Michael Levm the head-on collision between^? caught in the ensuing cross-fire, issued a 
vefound themselves in the middle of movement supporters and a rartZ fatementsaymgthatauniversity"should 
academic freedom fightthathasmore freedom fighters, a U S District cZn J* ̂  Where ^ideas can ^ 
Land sides than possibly imagined, judge ruled in favor of Michael Levin* 311(1311 f°Ple ̂  welcomed. However, 
jeffies was the latest to feel the philosophy professor at City College Z T' ^l"8*10 CaptUre' 
vjai-again—when the City College who studies race differences and hi I T 0r *** P°sition' that 
Jard of Trustees voted March 23 to said that blacks are "significantly less 
1 Edmund Gordon, a retired Yale intelligent than whites " McCartney also has beenatthecenterof 
University professor who served as the That sentiment got Levin into trouble ^ ^ mcidents: 
chairman of Yale's black studies with City College officials who formed 
department,replace Jeffnesaschaiiman a panel to review his research and 
ofCity College's black studies program, monitored his classes. Levin sued and 
Although Jeffries will remain at the won. Coun ,udge Kenne,h "iiSSSS 
loldThe New York Times he will file a Conboy sard the case pointed out the abortion marches being staged at a 
lawsuit against the school over the dangers of the "political correctness" 
In 1984, the American Civil Liberties 
Unionobtained acourtorderthatstopped 
the coach from forcing his players to say 
prayers before games. 
In 1989, attempts were made to oust 
1A 
Ration of his academic freedom. 
Jeffies' removal as chairman was the 
Hilt of a speech he gave in July at a 
Hack arts festival. "You can't trust the 
whiteboy," Jeffiies told the largely black 
movement. 
"This case raises serious constitutional 
questions that go to the heart of the 
current national debate on whathas come 
to be denominated as 'political 
diantil Chicao De A i l3udience'He aaaeU UUU JCWS 31111 U1C correctness' ™ speech and thought on 
•ise known as MECHA thm ^conspiredinHoUywoodtopoitray the campuses of the nation's colleges 
alnnf. ' N (jacks unfavorably in the movies and and universities," Conboy said. 
The judge prohibited City College 
'°u have never heard of the dd 
mpus known as Moving 
. M0vime® jjflence. H dded that ews and the
:CHA is a popular club cm, Wt"shelpal T*. ?Ve ' 
active one on lhe UOP tamm 1-4^ ^ speech, 
.ghtocnameMECHAh^^-J— 
known to students, the Mna ° J. 
.. , ' , toe Jewish and Italian commumties 
^origins ecu are mterestiiis ^ ̂  Cc>iiege officials to take SOme 
1 as inmgmng. E, Jeffries. 
; national chapter of MECHA w f. . , .... „ „ ,  .  . i n  o  .  n  j .  M a n y  o f  t o d a y  s  p o l i t i c a l l y  c o r r e c t  
T c "  ! T d  .  3 1 1  .  s c h o l a r s  a r g u e  t h a t  b l a t a n t l y  r a c i s t  a n d  
^ i n  "  0 p  " I n f l a m m a t o r y  s t a t e m e n t s  l i k e  t h e  o n e s  
Swithorty W pioneer—to  ̂  
hough MECHA is 
nic club, its members encoffljt ^ ̂  academic communjty 
)P students to join orces. ^ argue ^ ̂  cQj^pt Gf 
y advisor to MECHA Sallym ^ frcedom ^ by ̂  
You don t have to amin Constitution protects the freedom of all 
ne-' . , y speech, ideas and thoughts in the 
ing a part of a naP°" fl' academic world—a place that needs to 
HA has m any responsi be completely free of censors to allow 
most important rol^s^JformteUatual growth. 
is called 
:rence." 
e conference is primarily f 
officials from conducting any further 
inquiries into Levin's writings or views 
and told the school it could not establish 
separate class sections in certain areas 
solely because of Levin's opinions. 
"My court case shows that the roof 
won't come crumbling down on (others 
who conduct similar research)," Levin 
told CPS at the time. But the roof has 
crumbled do wn on others openly fi ghting 
the PC tide. 
A coach who became a hero for turning 
around a losing football team has been 
the centerof controversy at the University 
of Colorado foryears.makingcomments 
that have split the campus and 
embarrassed administrators. 
BillMcCartney,known as "CoachMac," 
has frequently been accused of using his 
Boulder abortion clinic. 
• In 1989, the coach raised an outcry 
when he said rape must include physical 
abuse to constitute a crime. In contrast, 
at the Harvard Divinity School, abastion 
ofliberalism, the Rev. Peter John Gomes 
has found himself in the middle of a 
furor over his private life. Gomes has 
publicly professed his homosexuality. 
According to Time Magazine, Gomes 
declared, "I am a Christian who happens 
as well to be gay," in front of a cheering 
crowd last November as he stood on the 
steps of Memorial Church. 
The black minister's revelation touched 
off protests from a student group called 
"Concerned Christians at Harvard," 
which was formed to force Gomes' 
resignatioa 
While there have been some concerns 
raised by alumni over Gomes' position, 
the school administration appears to back 
him. Gomes, who has served as 
minister of the university's Memorial 
Church and a Plummer Professor of 
Christian Morals, is well known for his 
popular Sunday sermons. 
According to an assistant, Gomes was 
out of town and could respond only to 
written questions. 
award and allow as many as one million 
more middle-income students to 
participate in the program. 
In a bill to re-authourize the Higher 
Education Act, the House voted to 
increase themaximum grant from $2,400 
to $4,500 a year for needy students. 
The bill also would extend Pell eligibility 
to more middle-income students with 
family incomes above $35,000 a year. 
An additional 1 million students could 
becomeeligible forgrants underthe bill, 
House aides say. 
But House education leaders also 
dropped a controversial plan to convert 
the grant program to an entitlement with 
guaranteed funding. Some Democrats 
joined conservatives in questioning the 
cost of the plan, which was approved by 
the House education committee last year. 
The most recent action effectively ends 
debate on the entitlement plan, at least 
for this year. The Senate already dropped 
its entitlement plan in February citing a 
lack of support 
Many student groups and educators 
expressed disappointment with inaction 
by Congress, saying an entitlement 
would have provided needed guarantees 
to low-income students struggling to 
pay for college. As an entitlement, Pell 
Grants would no longer be subject to the 
annual appropriations process thatoflen 
leaves the program shortofits authorized 
funding level. 
"We agree that this bill is a step forward, 
but we're disappointed that the House 
could not bring forward a bill that is a 
giant step forward," said Selena Dong, 
legislative director for the United States 
Student Association. 
Dong said she expected sponsors of the 
entitlement to introduce a separate bill 
on the plan sometime in the mid-90s. 
Elsewhere in its bill, the House also 
authorized a pilot program of direct 
student loans provided through the 
govemmentto colleges and universities. 
More than 100 schools are expected to 
participate in the program, congressional 
aides say. 
Under the plan, colleges would take 
over the duties of banks in processing 
and administering student loans, with 
the Department ofEducation taking over 
the principal oversight role. The Bush 
administration hasexpressed opposition 
to this plan. 
The bill also would remove equity in a 
home or farm as a factor in determining 
a family's eligibility for major student 
financial aid programs. In addition, it 
would broaden eligibility for student 
loan programs to include students from 
families earning as much as $75,000 a 
year. 
The full House approved the bill by a 
vote of365-3. The action now moves to 
a House-Senate conference committee 
that will try to resolve differences 
between the competing House and 
Senate proposals. 
The Senate's bill, approved Feb. 21, 
also would increase the maximum Pell 
Grant and open up grant and loan 
eligibility to more middle-income 
students. The Senate bill, however, does 
not contain a pilot program with direct 
student loans. 
Both bills would boost federal funding 
for pre-college outreach programs, 
particularly those aimed at low-income, 
disadvantaged high school students. 
Leaders of the two chambers will meet 
soon to designate conferees for the final 
House-Senate talks on the bill. Conferees 
are expected to complete their work 
sometime this summer. 
Police Find Body Of Missing 
College Student 
Leade «jj- a ^jjggg or uniVersity is not a position to further his Christian views 
fonim for the exchange of ideas, then 
S«'̂ flMen's Programs Get Five Times As Much Money 
visiting neighboring 
HA members try ^ ̂  ^ (CPS)—a survey just released by the used to determine a college s or 
irage minority stu fe. • r National Collegiate Athletic Association 
r educations. Oneoiu 
GAINESVILLE, Fla. (CPS)— 
Authorities are investigating the eighth 
student homicide in less than three years 
after the body of a missing Santa Fe 
Community College student was 
discovered. 
The Alachua County Sheriffs Office 
said a Department of Natural Resources 
officer found the body of Beth Foster, 
21, buried in a shallow grave in a wooded 
area south of U.S. 441, a highway that 
runs through the city. 
Foster was reported missing March 15 
after failing to meet her roommate for 
dinner. After 9 p.m. that night, the 
roommate became concerned and called 
hospitals, police, friends and finally 
Foster's parents, who traveled to 
Gainesville from Montville Township, 
N.J., to assist with a search for their 
daughter. 
Currently, police said they have no 
motive or suspects in the killing. An 
autopsy has been scheduled to determine 
the exact cause of death, which was not 
immediately known. 
More than 100 students from the 
University of Florida and Santa Fe 
Community College helped police look 
for Foster after police found her Honda 
Civic CRX parked in front of a Brown 
Derby restaurant in Gainsville earlier in 
the week. 
Foster, a photojournalism and sociology 
student, is the eighth student in the past 
two years to fall victim to a killer in 
Gainesville. In August 1990, police 
found the bodies of five students. Danny 
Rolling, a Louisiana drifter, has been 
charged in that case. 
Last summer, police discovered two 
morestudentsdeadintheirapartment A 
carpet cleanerconfessed to those killings. 
Priorto finding Foster'sbody March 26, 
police had grouped her case with the 
case of Tiffany Sessions. 
On Feb. 9,1989, Sessions, a University 
of Florida student, disappeared and has 
yet to be found. Police believe Sessions 
is dead, but have not ruled the case a 
homicide because no body has been 
found. 
Police said the Foster and Sessions cases 
have some similarities, but would not 
draw adefinite connection. Both women 
disappeared with no apparent motive to 
leave the area. In addition, police said 
the women' s physical appearances were 
similar. 
university's progress toward achieving 
gender equity. 
compliance with Title IX, the federal 
law that bars sex discrimination at 
federally funded schools. 
nKthatitisP°^ ^ws toat men's collegiate sports have genuer^,. As a result of ^ survey, the NCAA 
rorm,r!? rlhle. i?®^partidpf 18 38 women'S women's sports is plans to appoint a task force to make toneyisavaUabl^i^ and ttatftte men's sports receive between men's and women s spoors 
holarchips avMV* ^„0Kmoney ^cniidng. Z7XZ 
i for upcoming events 
ings regulariy- in 
anyone is intem 2436. 
»ct Sally Rivera at ^ 
money for recruiting  
nks and many of the survey was requested by the 
ise the students am NCaa-s Women Athletic 
exist, " said Rivera. ^ ̂inistrators and is planned to be 
^is'STtLyonca®^ 
of an equivalent sport for women. 
The NCAA also said that the survey 
was not meant to gauge a school's 
on how the NCAA 




Sun. - Sat. 
11.00AM-9:30PM 
3202 Pacific Ave. 
466-4108 
END THE SEMESTEE-S01H-^-S^ars 
Student Groups: Earn himdre s li tions 
each day offering Discover Card appuc 
on campus. Last chance! 











^etmcifoap, 8prtl 22 
~^6:00 m7/ 
Htgrnjia ©hung &oom 
Cosfc $9.00 each 
\ // 
($3 for tljoSr toi'fl) meal carts) 
Reservations Required not later than April 16. 
CaU 946-2161, 477-9306, or 952-3911 
TUES. & wED 
1  FILM BY 
, MH""' 
8 PM 
DANCE & CONCERT WITH 
DAN SEALS 
COUNTRY SINGER, DAN SEALS WILL APPEAR IN STOCKTON ON 
TUESDAY, APRIL 16, AT THE SPANOS CENTER. TICKETS ARE 
$15.50 AND $22.50 AND ARE AVAILABLE FROM BASS OUTLETS 
AND AT THE UNIV. OF THE PACIFIC BOX OFFICE. ALSO 
APPEARING AT THIS DANCE AND CONCERT WILL BE 
"CRUISING THE EDGE", STARRING DAVID JENKINS. PROCEEDS 
FROM THE CONCERT WILL BENEFIT THE AMERICAN HEART 
pTmpus theatre. 
OPINION The Pacifican, April |g 
EDITORIAL 
\The Stockton Record's Special Report 
We all waited in anticipation . . . would Sunday morning bring the 
University good or bad news? When it finally came, so much was riding on 
it that we all held our breath as we read it. The Stockton Record's "Special 
Report: The State of UOP" was the front page story on Sunday, April 12. Not 
only would the faculty, students and staff of UOP be reading this article, but 
so would over 1000 perspective students and parents, visiting the University 
on it's annual Profile Day. We could only hope that the Record would not send 
these perspective freshman away from Stockton with ahorrible vision of UOP. 
What they actually did, though, was send these prospective freshman away 
with a lot of misinformation and conflicting messages. The front page article 
began, "A scorching accreditation report has left... UOP fighting one of the 
toughest battles of its 141-year history." Scorching? The WASC report was 
| bad, but not scorching! Perhaps if the report would have lambasted our 
academic programs or students services, it would have been a 'scorcher,' but 
| instead it recognized the excellence in both of these areas, citing "a decade of 
mismanagement, financial neglect and declining enrollment" as the real 
problems of UOP. Problems that can be fixed by simply better planning and 
administration. 
The Record's article contained so many factual errors, we are sure that 
I many of it's readers were confused by it's claims. First, the article said that the 
letter sent out by Regent Bob Eberhardt to students was sent out by the "chair 
of the Academic Council" Curt Kramer. Second, they claimed that this year's 
| "first ever Diversity Fair [was held] to combat an image of exclusivity and 
intolerance" to the Stockton community. In actuality, UPBEAT has hosted the 
j International Spring Festival, the fore-runner of Diversity Fair, for many years 
I And this year's fair was held 'just to be held,' not as an attempt to put up some 
image. Third, the article represented UOP's new four-year guarantee as a "get 
your money back" guarantee if you do not graduate on time, rather than a 
pledge to pay for additional schooling if it becomes necessary to finish your 
degree in over four years. And finally, the WASC report was over 70 pages 
long, not "seven pages" as it seems the copy that the Record was using. 
On the good side, they did correctly call the WASC report a "warning" to 
| the University, giving us "two years to correct [our] problems or lose [our 
accreditation." This article, unlike reports in many Californianewspapers, did 
not portray an image that we had already lost our accreditation and were on our 
way out as an institution of higher education. 
In addition to the main article, the Record gave space for another article 
I recognizing the excellence of our pharmacy, music and liberal arts programs 
"UOP offers solid options," the article stated, "strong programs and lots of 
choices." Thankfully, the Record remembered that this is the reason UOP is 
I here: excellence in academics. 
Overall, The StocktonRecord's special report on UOP was fairly good, sans 
| several key mistakes. It gave an honest analysis of our campus, the problems 
we are facing, the consequences of not fixing the problems and, thankfully 
I recognition of what UOP does best. 
What a Profile! 
"UOPis such agreatplace," exclaimed aprospective freshman who visitet 
I our campus last Sunday as part of 'U O Profile Day." Over 1000 perspective 
freshmen and parents took part in a day of sessions and tours that gave each 
| one of them a better look at the University. 
Congratulations and thanks goes out to all those that made the day such 
I success. The staff of the Admissions office who worked extra hard to keep the 
dayontrack,despitethesometimestorrentialrain. The deans, faculty, students 
and staff who answered questions in a way that portrayed UOP as the excellent 
place to study, learn, work and live that it is. The student tour guides who let 
up to 75 followers around a puddle-filled campus, but were still able to show 
the real beauty of our wonderful campus. And the employees of ARA catering 
who did an outstanding job at feeding well over 1000 people in a gym that 
1 would usually fit about half that amount. 
Overall, the day was a tremendous success and The Pacifican as well as the 
I rest of the campus thanks everyone that made it that. Let's all hope that our 
guests return in the fall to really experience what a great place UOP is. 
Results of Replanting Failures in the Sierra National Forest 
By DeeDee Moosekaian 
and Tenay Thompson 
Western Ancient Forest Alliance 
The Central CalifomiaAncientForest 
Alliance has released the results of its 
three year study of replanting failures in 
theSierraNationalForesL Theseresults 
demonstrate the disastrous effects that 
U.S. Forest Service policies of clear-
cutting have had on our public forests. 
Our study indicates that once a 
forested area is clear cut in the Sierra 
National Forest, less than 27 percent of 
the saplings which are replanted survive. 
Our figures are in direct contradiction to 
the U.S. Forest Service's own figures 
which inflate the survival rate within the 
Sierra National Forest to 43 percent. 
Additionally, according to the Forest 
Service's own records, they have been 
replanting 130 saplings per acre, when 
200 saplings is the minimum number 
required by law. The Forest Service 
recommends replanting 300 per acre 
and states that to maintain an adequate 
stocking (in light of the failure rate), 680 
saplings per acre should be planted. 
Terry Thompson, who has been a 
former U.S. Forest Service employee 
and the former owner of Sierra 
Woodcutters, has been monitoring 
regeneration of clear-cuts for the last 
three years within the Pineridge Ranger 
District and other districts of the Sierra 
National Forest. Thompson is also on 
the Sierra Club's Review Board for the 
Sierra National Forest's Forest 
Management Plan. 
Despite these shocking regeneration 
failure rates, the U.S. Forest Service 
allows the timberindustry to continue to 
over—harvest the SierraNationalForest 
Historic cutting levels within the Sierra 
National Forest have been at an average 
of 130 million board feet annually. The 
timber industry justifies these high 
harvesting levels by saying that the 
timber supply can be maintained 
indefinitely. Yet, according to the U.S. 
• Forest Service's own studies, the forest 
cannot sustain a rate higher than 60 
million board feet annually. These 
studies are based upon the drought, 
replanting failures, poor soil conditions, 
the need to protect endangered and 
threatened species and other factors. 
Our studies, and even the studies 
conducted by the U.S. Forest Service, 
indicate that the U.S. Forest Service is in 
violation of the National Forest 
Management Act. This Act prohibits 
cutting methods on national forest lands 
harvested araas ntust rag^«° 1££ S -u v, We have barren, creating a host of problw 
five years of the harvest- ^ Forest SeiviCe t0 rectify; ^ 
personally observed m y ^ rainerosion, stream silting, iOSSo{ am  ^ erosioIlj a 0ss 
regeneration areas whicn nutrients, lack of protective t 
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which are inconsistent with the 
regeneration of timber resources. The 
Act also prohibits cutting methods which 
are inconsistent with the protection of 
soil/watersheds, fish, wildlife, recreation 
and aesthetic resources. 
The Act additionally provides that 
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Santa Cruz Civic 
Tickets: $18.50 
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Sat., April 25,7:30 p.) 
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Have you got something you want to say about an article oropinionyou 
have seen in The Pacifican! Problems or praise with policies, people or 
places on campus or in the world? Why not write a letter to the editor? The 
Pacifican is widely distributed to the campus and read by neatly every 
student, faculty and staff member of the University. Now is your chance 
to be heard. 
All letters to the Editor must have a verifiable signature, local address 
and phone number. The Pacifican reserves the right to edit all letters and 
submissions for length, factual information, libel, and clarity. 
Dcadl ine for submission is Monday atnoon for the followingThursday's 
issue. Bring or mail your letter to: Opinion Editor, The Pacifican, Third 
Floor, Hand Hall, Stockton, Calif. 95211. 
The UOP Gallery 
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Redwood City, California Beth Harris 
Calabasas, California 
"I like the openness. If you have a "I like everything about UOP; it's 
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Hill 
fount Theater, Oak. 
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Cow Palace, S.F. 
Tickets: $27.50 ga 
^Evening With 
IJAMANDA GALAS 
April 15,8:00 p.m. 
j of Fine Arts, S.F. 
Ickets: $19.50 res. 
An Evening With METALLICA 
Sat., May 9,8:00 p.m. 
Sun., May 10, 8:00 p.m. 
Cow Palace, S.F. 
Second Show Added' 
Tickets: $22.50 ga. & res. 
VANHALEN 
Sun., May 10,7:30 p.m. 
Baby Animals 
Arco Arena, Sacramento 
Tickets: $27.50 ga. 
IOLLY COLE TRIO 
Wed., April 15,8:00 p.m. 
o's, S.F. 
fictets: $19.50 ga. 
An Evening With LOU REED 
Fri., May 1,8:00 p.m. 
Greek Theatre, Berkely 
Tickets:$20.50ga $25.50 res. 
SOUNDGARDEN 
lloa, April 20,8:00 p.m. 
Swervedriver, Monster Magnet 
ianta Cruz Civic 
ts: $18.50 
BOB DYLAN 
Sat., May 2,8:00 p.m. 
Grace Pavilion, Sonoma 
Tickets: $25.00 res. 
®RY GARCIA BAND 
Sal., April 25,7:30 pan. 
BteAffordables 
•vent Center at SJSU 
Tickets: $21.00 ga. 
BOB DYLAN 
Thurs., May 7,8:00 p.m. 
Berkely Community Theater 
Tickets: $25.00 res. 
BOB DYLAN 
Sat., May 9,8:00 p.m. 
Event Center, SJSU 
Tickets: $25.00 res. 
UOP Graduate Makes it Big 
By Scott Verrue 
Feature Editor 
You have to beleive in yourself 
completely, said the man wearing a 
Pink, orange, grey, turquiose and lime 
green tie and matching sunglasses with 
a striped shirt His arms waved in a 
flurry of gestures emphasised with his 
own sound effects as he addressed the 
crowd of students. Ten years after his 
owngraduationfromUOPwithadegree 
in theatre, Bob Bejan is back to tell other 
drama students about his first decade in 
show business. 
Bejan started his curriculum at UOP 
as a full tuition scholarship water polo 
player, but halfway through his first year 
dropped out and began majoring in 
theatre. As a member of the Archania 
fraternity he wrote a band frolic skit 
called "The Magic Bat," one of the most 
popular and successful band frolic skits 
ever. Four years later he graduated and 
lucked into a starring role with a theater 
company in Sacramento. His lucky 
streak was short lived however, as the 
show was cancelled before it ever left 
Sacramento. After a few years as a 
Huntington Beach lifeguard, Bejan got 
an offer from a New York producer for 
a role in his production. The catch was, 
Bejan would have to pay his own way to 
New York from California. 
"I landed in New York with $7 in my 
pocket," said Bejaa "After the taxi ride 
I had two dollars." 
The new job did not last long and 
soon enough Bejan was looking for 
another. He began working for a singing 
telegram service, getting paid $12 a 
telegram to sing a birthday song in a 
polyesther cowboy suit, the bottom as 
he called if It was during one of these 
telegram calls that he decided it was 
make it or break it, and he was going to 
make it 
"Forgethaving something to fall back 
on,"he tells the students, nowcompletely 
intrigued in his story. "Ifyou'regoingto 
be an actor, then be an actor." 
He goes on to tell the students how 
his determination to make it was the 
difference between him, and others like 
him that gave up and left New York for 
steadier employment 
Success did not come easy, but now 
Bejan hasahugelistof accomplishments 
to look back oa In 1984 he wrote his 
first musical, "Strides," the story of a 
college athlete who rediscovers the fire 
in his athletic performance. Many other 
projects followed including work on 
such hits as "A Chores Line," and "Seven 
Brides for Seven Brothers." In 1989 he 
wrote and produced the Teenage Mutant 
Ninja Turtles Rock Album and played 
the voice of head turtle Michelangelo. 
The album was a huge success, selling 
over three million copies, and will be 
followed up with a tour this summer. 
Other future projects include a feature 
film called "Future Kids" with Henry 
Winkler and Paramount Pictures. 
Forno w though Bej an has no problem 
keeping busy. He belongs to seven 
performing unions, and travels 
constantly between New York and 
California, spending four days in 
Hollywood every two weeks. 
As for which place he likes better. 
"I like New York better," he said 
with a grin. "In Hollywood nobody will 
ever tell you no. It's always 'Yeah, 
you're beautiful, we loved you, we'll 
call you.' In New York they'll gladly 
tell you that you suck!" 
THE Crossword by James R. Burns 
ICY 
l an article or opinion you 
with policies, people or 
a letter to the editor? The 
ind read by nearly every 
ity. Now is your chance 
few Art Display in 
fcCaffrey Center 
Hie UOP Gallery presents the 
mptual art of Prentiss Cole. The 
•it nins from March 31 through 
pril 24,1992, and a reception for the 
list will be held Friday, April 10 from 
m. The public is invited and 
Tiie minimalist style of Cole 
'rates elements of conceptual 
with social commentary, using 
a variety of materials. The works 
combine both two and three-dimensional 
aspects, wall and floor elements, and 
written text. 
The UOP Gallery is located on the 
second floor of the McCaffrey Center, 
in the center of the UOP campus. The 
Gallery hours are: Monday-Friday, 9 
a.m.-8 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday 3 - 9 
p.m. Admission is free. 
ACROSS 
1 Forbidden 
5 Comedian Bean 
10 Pequod's 
skipper 
14 Actor Richard 
15 Relative of 
beano 
16 Hidden spy 
17 Affectations 






27 Waco university 
30 Article 
31 Send off 
35 Mischievous 
child 
36 - Antilles 
38 Musical ending 
39 Food 
41 Is ambitious 
43 Soybean 
product 
44 More caustic 
46 Writer Hentoff 
47 Greatly . 
impressed 
48 Turk, title 
49 in Arms" 
(Roberts) 
51 F and G 
53 Sesame 
54 Coffee or stew 
1" 
11 12 13 
r 
©1992, Tribune Media Services 
58 Hiking tyro's 
condition 
62 Tattoo and 
reveille 
65 Offshoot 
66 — of Man 
67 Open spaces 
68 Makeover 
69 Wall support 
70 Iraqi port 
71 Smelters' 
materials 
Wa Grimes M.D. 
^Writer 
have had a sore throat in the 
^lately. Coulditbestrep throat? 
SDnears tn 1v» a virus: on — appears to be  i s  
w that is affecting many students. 
H ^®Ptoms include sore throat, 
jj16' aching muscles and joints, and 
ingestion The vires may cause 
for as long as seven to ten 
and sometimes longer, 
•gthis vires is the increase in 
symptomology from spring allergies. 
Although the majority of students with 
these symptoms are being treated with 
rest fluids and decongestants, a throat 
culture should be done to nileoutdie 
possibility of strep throat Hie test 
defense against this and othervirusesas 









4 Break open 
5 Oil prefix 
6 Ranges freely 
7 Roads 
8 Baseball Mel 
9 Correlative 
10 Shot and shell 
11 Social dances 
12 Away from wind 
13 Stakes 
19 Raises 
21 Crept quietly 
25 Defraud 
26 More concise 
27 Blessed woman 
28 Grant as true 
29 Kind of car 




















50 Small tavern 
51 Guevara 
52 Kind of energy 
54 Sacred bird 
of Egypt 
55 Reddish-brown 
56 Ice house: var. 
57 Polar vehicle 












Saturday April 18 
12:00-3:00 PM 
AUTOGRAPHS & 
LOTS OF FREE STUFF!! 
Be There!! 
\̂Ve\\s 
IN THE VILLAGE 
c? 
Ag. I inrrrtn fontor Whara chopping ic a pl»aciifc 
This evening treat your entire family to the fixxl they love 
best... The Eatery at Sherwood Mall has a restaurant for everyone! 
Choose from Chinese food, Mexican food, gourmet foods, tradi­
tional American foods, Italian foods and more. 
WHEN YOU HAVE DINNER 
AT THE EATERY 
The re.uur.ni. of the Sherwood Mall Eater, arc oftrhn«tlu. IS* off coupon, 
good off any Jinner order thai exceed. SS.00 total One Refund Per Family. 
mufiON VALID AT THESE RESTAURANTS ONLY: -Wok Exprca. 
Le Soud\ 0T ̂  -Dog On A Slick 
>l.~no'. " -A&w Hot Dog. iu. - -La Boulangerie 
SHERWOOD MALL 
Located At Pacific Ave. &. Robinhood 
ION V MHiMPV HU. -i:\VPM UHliNV IH 
PORT CITY AVIATION 
LEARN TO FLY 
$20 DEMO 
(209) 983-8411 
UOP Swept By the 
By Joel Russakov 
Sports Editor 
The UOP Lacrosse team plans straegy during half time 
UOP Loses Amid a Controversy 
By Augustine Corcoran 
Staff Writer 
UOP Lacrosse faced San Jose State 
Sunday at home, for the last scheduled 
regular season game before the 
conference playoffs. The Tigers came 
out to a fast start as senior mid-fielder 
and captain Ben Budnitz fed Gus 
Corcoran the ball for the first score of the 
day. That was the first result of the day 
for the teams new 1-4-1 offensive 
alignment. Freshman mid-fielder Jack 
Hammond followed quickly with an 
unassisted goal to put the score to 2-0. 
San Jose caught up, and by the half 
had a 4-3 lead, despite several goals 
which were called back or prevented by 
calls ffom the referees. Most notably, 
Jack Hammond scored his second goal 
but had it called back for violating the 
goalies space on the field. 
Despite those frustrating setbacks, 
Pacific came out after the half ready to 
play and prepared to make up forthe first 
half. Kenji Kikuchi took the first face 
off down the field himself and scored 
unassisted seconds into the half, giving 
UOP a 4-4 tie. The offense didn't kick 
in again for either team until the 4th 
quarter. 
San Jose pulled ahead by one goal 
until Corcoran scored his third goal to tie 
the game at 5. With under two minutes 
left in regulation, Corcoran scored again 
to bring the Tigers to a 6-5 lead. 
UOP quickly found its defense short 
two men due to penalties. 
The defense managed to fight off San 
Jose and advance the ball to the offense. 
Then the officials ruled that the Tigers 
had purposely withheld the ball from 
San Jose with only seconds left in the 
game. With San Jose in possession of 
the ball, anyone could specifically hear 
the referee call out loud 2,1 zero, game! 
Then you would think the game would 
end, right? Well, the head official had 
forgotten to blow the whistle and a goal 
was scored, well after the game was 
over. Since the head refereedidnot blow 
his whistle, the goal was allowed, 
bringing San Jose to a 6-6 tie. The 
official admitted after the game that he 
had forgotten to blow the whistle and 
was unwilling to overrule the other 
officials call. 
The game then went into sudden 
death overtime. A demoralized and 
frustrated UOP team was scored upon 
early in overtime, to put an end to a roller 
coaster ride of ups and downs they will 
not forget. The UOP players stood after 
the game emotionally drained, frustrated 
and no longer able to do anything about 
the outcome. The team had played well 
ffom the goalie play of captain Patrick 
Corcoran to the tough play of freshman 
crease attack man Chris Rooke on the 
other end of the field and everyone in 
between. They had played a solid 
inspired game .without many key 
players, and it still was not enough. 
UOP has been invited to the 
conference playoffs in San Luis Obispo 
April 24-26. Look for them to surprise 
some one with their tough style of play. 
Pacific Rugby Closes the Season With a Big Win 
By Chris Mathews 
Staff Writer 
Pacific Club Rugby faced perhaps its 
greatest challenge last Saturday as the 
niggersplayed the perennial powerhouse 
Stanislaus Rugby Football Club. 
Stanislaus RFC were winners of the 
Santa Barbara, Reno, and Golden Gate 
invitational tournaments this year. Not 
only was Pacific giving up about 200 
pounds in the scrum, and years of mgby 
experience to Stanislaus, they were also 
playing without Thor Harrison and 
ShawnPrice.UOP'stwobigmen. When 
the smoke had cleared, Pacific's fitness 
and overall speed prevailed, upsetting 
the powerful Stanislaus club 30-6. 
The first ten minutes looked grim for 
Pacific as their scrum was being pushed 
backward meters at a time. The 
Stanislaus team also layed some heavy 
lumber on Pacific attackers. However, 
as the game wore on, Pacific made key 
adjustments, compensating the lack of 
size and experience with blazing speed 
in the fullbacks and some crushing hits 
of their owa Stanislaus had no chance 
of chasing Pacific's down winger Oscar 
Mesa, who scored three times before the 
game had finished. Scott Haggerty and 
Nahn Than also scored and Brian 
Weinrich assisted on three scores. Chris 
Mathews added tenpoints on conversion 
kicks. 
A major turning point in the game 
was a punishing blow given by Troy 
Wood to one of the Stanislaus front row 
players. Wood, giving up at least thirty 
pounds and more than a few inches, put 
an end to a brilliant attack of Stanislaus' 
as well as let them know that the Pacific 
ruggers could lay the hat with anybody. 
Stanislaus spent the remainder of the 
game in a worried state, turning to look 
at oncoming UOP tacklers instead of 
UOP SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 
DRUG AWARENESS CARNIVAL 
WE NEED CLUBS, DORMS, AND OTHER 
ORGANIZATIONS TO SPONSOR GAME BOOTHS 
UOP School of Pharmacy is hosting a Drug 
Awareness Carnival for disadvantaged 
kids and the public. We need your 
help to make It a success. It all 
takes place Saturday, May 1 6 ,  1 9 9 2 ,  
10:30-2:30 on the McCaffery Center lawn. 
GREAT PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED FOR THE BEST 
BOOTH. 
COME JOIN THE FUN FOR THE KIDS!! 
For more information 
please call David at 4 7 6 - 1 5 1 2  
The UOP Baseball team was busy 
last week as they played four games in 
a six day span. 
The week started out well, as the 
Tigers easily defeated Southern Utah 
behind a good pitching performance by 
UOP starter Danny Miller. Miller 
pitched five innings before being 
relieved by Bill McGowen. He pitched 
three good innings before making way 
for Butch Cain, who struck out the side 
in the 9th. The Tiger offense was led by 
Chip Sell who collected 4 RBI's with a 
double and a home run. Keith Johnson 
also had 2 hits for UOP. 
While a victory over Southern Utah 
is always nice. i« did not p îde to 
necessary momentum to pull off an upse 
Bulldogs^ 
to Tigers in three consecunve g 
Game two was more of the < 
Chip Sell had another good ^ 
UOP ace Larry Shenksmd, Our gu^ 
were making contact, tfsjust tot the 
balls weren't dropping in there for Ms. 
DougBame had different thoughts as to 
the lackofhitting in Fresno. "This chic 
in a pink bikini always sits in section O 
and drives us wild. 
The first game was a 6-1 Bulldog 
victory which saw Keith "The Man 
Johnsoncollect3 hits. Chip SeU also had 
2 hits for UOP. Tiger pitcher Bob 
Rinderknecht went the distance taking 
the loss. 
collecting two hits. Unfbitun3 
could not get any RBI's as luj? 
shut out 4-0. UOP ace J 
pitched a strong eight innings an 
• nation, 
ranked Bulldogs. Doug Bame inf. 
me that "The Chick" changed to"" 
clothes for this game. The 1^ 
against Fresno State saw theTigJ 
again lose 5-1. Chip Sell continue! 
remarkable hitting as he collected^ 
two hits. Joining SeU in this el? 
were Eric Sterz and Doug Bame j 
seemed to have gotten hismindoff: * 
Chick" with the new sunglaj 
bought from Home Shopping Ni 
By Allie McHugh 
Sports Editor 
passing off to other attackers. Pacific 
made its final statement with about five 
minutes remaining in the game. A 
Stanislaus front row attacker went into a 
loose maul to try and ferret the ball out 
when he was hit by UOP's breakaway 
Chris Mathews. As the Stanislaus lock 
lay flat on his back four feet behind the 
maul, he uttered Pacific congratulations 
on theirhitling as well as his astonishment 
with the outcome of the game. 
Eric Neilsen and Tim Metcalf were 
also instrumental in the Tiger victory, 
passing and faking until Stanislaus 
becameexhausted. Excellent playin the 
three quarters line was turned in by Matt 
Gallagher, Perry Rodriguez, Brian 
Weinrich, and Oscar Mesa. Scott 
Haggerty enjoyed his firstevery game at 
forward, and Greg Sampson did a fine 
job at prop. The Tigers will be in action 
again in two weeks at tne Visalia 
Invitational Rugby Tournament. 
American League Pennant Chase 
Now that March Madness is over, 
everyone can finally get back to the 
things they were doing before the 
tournament started. The final game 
was played on April 6, the same day as 
the beginning of the major league 
baseball season. 
Being a sports fanatic, I find myself 
watching all kinds of sports. I have 
always loved baseball, and now that 
the season has started, happy days are 
here again. The baseball season for 
1992 has already made headlines, even 
though it's only into the second week. 
Ryne Sandberg became the first $ 7 
milliondollarman, and Bobby Bonilla 
is not far behind with his $6 million 
dollar a year salary. The two contracts 
that Sandberg and Bonilla signed are 
startling, but this not a surprise, 
especially from a sport that brags 269 
players making over a million dollars 
in 1992 alone. 
In baseball, money is a very 
important aspect to the game, but when 
it comes down to it, every team must be 
able perform in orderto win. The 1992 
season has many new players on many 
new teams and the outlook for the 
season is a good one. The American 
League will have some interesting 
races, as one team is looking to make a 
run at the Pennant 
The World Champion Minnesota 
Twins have a lot of work to do if they 
are going to repeat as American League 
West Champions. The Twins head 
probably the best division in baseball. 
With the loss of Jack Morris, the Twins 
are going to have to make adjustments 
if they are goingto repeat ScottEricson 
and Kevin Tapani both won over 16 
games last year and will have to 
continue to pitch well if the Twins are 
to do well. The Twins will rely on 
Shane Mack as the lead off hitter this 
year, as the team lost Dan Gladden to 
Detriot If the pitching can hold, and 
Chili Davis and Kirby Puckett can 
produce like they did in the 1991 
campaign, the Twins could have a chance 
of repeating. 
There are three teams that will be 
vying to take the American League West 
Tide ffom the Twins. The Oakland A's 
had made three straight World Series 
appearances, before they finished in 
fourth last year. The A's do well when 
pitcher Dave Stewert plays well. Last 
year, he failed to win 20 games for a fifth 
consecutive year, and the A's felt the 
pain of Stew's straggle. Jose Canseco, 
Ricky Henderson, Mark McGuire and 
Carney Lansford are all healthy and 
ready to play. The A's need the help 
from these four if they are going to have 
a chance of winning the division title. If 
Canseco and Henderson can stop 
worrying about their contracts and an 
occasional brush with the law, the 
Athletics should prosper in '92. 
The other two teams that will be at the 
top of the American League West are the 
Texas Rangers and the Chicago White 
Sox. The Rangers are a team that is very 
special. They have the immortal Nolan 
Ryan, and an offense that is difficult to 
compare with. Rubin Sierra and Raphael 
Palmiero are the two most important 
players in the Texas line-up. Sierra and 
Palmiero give the Rangers great power, 
and more importantly, two guys in the 
middle of the line-up batting over .320. 
The Chicago White Sox will be the 
team to watch this year. Bo Jackson had 
hip surgery last week and may never 
come back. Chicago needed help in the 
middle of the line-up, so they traded 
Sammy Sosa to the Cubs for outfielder 
George Bell. Steve Sax, Tim Raines, 
Robin Ventura and Frank Thomas will 
all hit in front of Bell. This mix of 
veterans and young talent is a chemistry 
that will bring the White Soxto the topof 
the division. Jack McDowell leads a 
good pitching staff that needs work in 
order to win big games. I believed 
the White Sox will win the Amei 
League West, with the A's insecot 
and the Twins coming in thii 
White Sox have a great team onpapj 
and thatteam will wintheirfirstdivis, 
title since the eaiiy 1980s. 
The American League East® 
Division is just looking for some respec 
The 1986 Boston Red Sox are the 
American League East team to got 
the World Series. This year, theEas> 
division will have some very 
teams, and some surprise teams if 
may come out of their shells. 
The Toronto Blue Jays 
defending East Champions. Theyl® 
been atornearthetopofthedivisionfi 
the last five years, and this couldbeti 
year they go to the World Series. 
Darren Lance soars . 
Vollej 
By Don White 
Staff Writer 
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Shop Stocktons Finest Shopping Cents r 
Women's Apparel Collectibles 
Men's Apparel Art, Hobby 8c Crafts 
Children's Apparel Antiques 8c Fine Art 
Footwear Beauty Salons 8c Barber 
Jewelry Grocery 
Electronics Candy 8c Coffees 
Music Fine Dining 
Video Cards 8c Gifts 






Travel 8c Luggage 
Sports Equipment 





And Much, Much More! 
S* 
A Shopping & DiningTradition Since 
1951 
Lincoln Center is 
,HoH both sides of Benjamin 
Dri ve at Pacific Avenue in 
Stockton. For more infon*® J 
please call 477-4868• : 
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Intramurals Update 
By Rich Carr 
Senior Staff Writer 
SOCCER: Although the standings are 
unclear at this writing, playoffs pairings 
will be announced tomorrow at 11 are. 
The date for playoff games will include 
Sunday April 26, with the finals scheduled 
for sometime the following week. In the 
Men's Division, G.C.C. has been dubbed 
as the favorite being unbeaten in league 
play. MVP, Phi Delta Theta, and LAE all 
will put up a strong fight for the tide. The 
Oo-RecE>iviskmhasWoridCrackers,John 
B„ and Tri Deb and Phi Delt all are vying 
for tire coveted Intramural Championship 
T-diirts. 
SOFTBALL:Earlyseason results have 
been a mixed bag. Some teams who should 
be strong have not found the right 
combinations yet, while other teams are 
playing very well 
CoRecA:Thestandingsmaynotshow 
very promising for some teams, but 
anything can happea The participants in 
last year's final have yet to find a wia 
Conglomerate has lost both of its game in 
the final inning. Senioritis is having fun, 
but hasn't gotten it together yet Aloha 
Kine got seven runs in one inning and hung 
on in the seventh to beat Conglomerate. 
Aloha Kine is 2-0 and sharing fust place 
with Bulldogs and Rotunds (both at 1-0). 
Co-Rec B: Jackson is at 3-0 in the 
Purple League while Kappa Psi is at 2-1. 
This league is one of two leagues that has 
Volleyball's Big Gun 
Ey Don White 
Ml Writer 
Ibis year, the Men's Qub Volleyball 
m was led by senior Darren Lance. A 
Einess major UOP, Lance is from 
Huntington Beach where he attended 
n High School. At Edison High, 
ace played four varsity sports. On the 
Wball field, he was a hard-hitting safety. 
When it came to hoops, he was an 
Wanding guard, and on the track, Lance 
®d above all in the high jump, shot put 
withe discuss. 
Thenthere'svolleybafl.Let'snotforget 
volleyball, since it's the sport that Lance is 
most talented in. On the court, he doesitall 
withanincnediblejumpserve.goldenhands 
for soft sets, nails for passes and aclub for 
a right hand that puts balls through blocks. 
Lance lead Edison to league 
championships in volleyball, and the CIF 
runner-up spot his junior year. He was also 
all-leaguehisJuniorandSenioryear.Lance 
was recruited to play volleyball for Long 
Beach State, the volleyball powerhouse 
that won the National Championship last 
year. Going to Long Beach was a great 
thrill for Lance, but in his first semester of 
his freshman year, he ended his Long 
Beach career with a severe back injury. 
Lance stayed at Long Beach for three 
semesters, while going through intense 
therapy on his back for more than a year. 
Having a back injury made Lance realize 
howmuchhe missed the gameofvolleyball 
and made him work harderto play again. "I 
have to take volleyball as far as I can to 
makemyselfhappy."Provingtothedoctors 
and himself he could play the game again, 
Lance leftLongBeachand went to Golden 
( See Big Gun, Page) 
HOP To Host Sports Day Camp 
By Allie McHugh 
Sports Editor 
Many students spend their summer 
N to school at UOP. This year, there 
"N be a different type of learning 
IlVitonmentonthePacificcampus. The 
Athletic Department is hosting a 
Wti-sport day camp for three weeks in 
* ®onth of June. 
Jhe day camp will have students 
Stockton, coming from grades 
seventh. The camp will 
^any spotting activities that include 
soccer, volleyball, 
®g, tennis, badminton and other 
and outdoor activities. Other 
events will include going on bowling 
trips,getting wetatMantecaWaterSlides 





both side* of Be*)" 
rnif g°" 
If there are any students, athlete or 
not, who are looking for work this 
summer, why not have fun with a bunch 
of kids. See Rick Carr in the Intramural 
Office if you are interested in becoming 
a counselor for the Pacific day Camp. 
You can pick up applications for 
employment thisFridayin the Intramural 
Office. It will be a great way to spend a 
summer in Stockton. The Pacific 
SummerSportsDayCampis sponsored 
by Food 4 Less Grocery Stores and the 




April 16 vs. UC Santa Barbara at Billy 
Hebert Field, 1 p.m. 
April 17 vs. UC Santa Barbara at Billy 
Hebert Field, 7 p.m. 
April 18 vs. UC Santa Barbara at Billy 
Hebert Field, 1 p.m. 
April 22 at Sacramento State, 2 p.m. 
Softball 
April 18 at Sacramento State, 1 p.m. 
Women's Tennis 
April 16 at University of San Diego, 2 
p.m. 
April 22 at the Big West Championships 








•t.. nf the Pacific's Family Camp 
Spend a month at Univer y now through 
in the Sierra's, nort o inforrr,ation are available at 
April. Applications and more 
Alumni Office 
5tb Floor of Burns Tower 
(209) 946-2391 
played all games as scheduled. The Red 
League has World Series at 2-0 and Platypi, 
Redeye's Riff-Raff and Price-tags at 1-1. 
World Series squeaked by Flatypi 7-5,and 
crushed Price-tags in the season opener, 
and will play Redeye's Riff-Raff later in 
the season Flatypi and Redeye's played 
Monday - results next week. 
Men's B: Only 3 of 9 games have been 
played.The early favorite is KappaPsi at 3-
0 while Schleprocks and Archania B are 
both at 2-1. There may be a conspiracy 
among the teams against the IMoffice. The 
six remaining games have been forfeited 
by one team or the other. 
Men's A: In the Orange League, 
Hanabada Boyz and Scabies have 2-0 
records. Defendingchampion Sewer Patrol 
is at2-l.Hanabada Boyz won there-match 
oflast year's championship final 10-1 over 
Sewer Patrol with some outstanding 
defense and well placed hitting. Scabies 
and Hitmen both havearsenalsofbalpower 
scoring 30 and 39 runs respectively in foe 
early partsoffoe seasoa The BlackLeague 
has actually played wily one game, with 
the balance being rescheduled. Next week 




3. Archania B 
Men A 
1. Hanabada Boyz 
2. Scabies 
3. Pharm Boys 
4. Archania 




1. Aloha Kine 
2. World Series 
3. Rotunds 
4. Jackson 




open for volleyball on Sunday nights 
from 7 p.m. to 9 p jn. It will be closed this 
Sunday, observing foe Easter holiday. 
The format was changed from last year 
due to foe high number of forfeits last 
year. All teams who turned in entries, and 
anyone else who wants to play, should 
just show up to play during the volleyball 
hours. 
GOLF: Entries for the 4-person 
scramble are due April 29. The 
tournament is scheduled for Friday May 
1 at the Swenson Golf Course. 
Entries are required. The fee will be 
the greens fee paid on the day of the 
tournament. Last fall, the format change 
brought at 24 goffere instead of the 
previous 5-8 players. All members of foe 
university community are invited to 
participate in this and every Intramural 
activity. 
UOP Softball Falls In Utah 
By Allie McHugh 
Sports Editor 
The UOP Softball team traveled to 
Logan, Utah last weekend, hoping to get 
some key Big West wins. The Tigers 
played two games on Friday and Saturday, 
and the results were not in Pacific's favor 
The opening game between UOP and 
Utah State was a marathon It lasted 14 
innings, with the Tigers losing 3-2. Utah 
State made four errors, but still was able to 
get the win against relief pitcher Chariene 
Hommerding of Pacific. Mieko Nagata 
had two hits for Pacific, as the Tigers 
pounded out 9 hits. The night-cap saw 
Hommerding on the mound again for the 
Tigers. Hommerding pitched a complete 
game three-hit shutout, leading Pacific to a 
1-0 victory. Nicole Parker and Audrena 
Maugabofo had two hits,giving them allof 
Pacific's hits in the second game. The split 
for the Tigers left them 21-22 and 9-11 in 
theBigWesLTheTigers could havegotten 
to .500, if they could just sweep Utah State 
on Saturday. 
On Saturday, the Tigers were looking 
to go over the .500 mark in overall wins. 
The first game did not start well for Pacific, 
as the Aggies scored two runs in the second 
inning. Lea Lopez pitched for UOP and 
onlylastedone and two-foiid innings. Lopez 
gave up five hits and two runs and the 
Tigers were shuout 4-0. Deaima Earsley 
pitched a complete game three-hitter for 
Utah State,striking outfivePacific players. 
Earsley pitched 14 innings foe day before 
in the Aggies win over Pacific yesterday. 
The second game of the double-header 
almost looked like the first game. Utah 
State jumped out to a 4-0 lead with the help 
of Cindy Meyer. She and the Aggies chased 
Pacific's Brandi Phillips out of the game, 
as Phillips gave up four runs in three 
innings. The Tigers lost the game 5-2 and 
were swept by the Aggies. On the day, 
Wendee Espinosa and Kris McDowell 
had two hits each, and Reeve Fuller and 
Audrena Mauga helped the Tigerwifoone 
hit each. The Tigers fell to 9-13 in the Big 




IBM PS/2 MODEL 25 WITH HD & MONITOR 
$800.00 
IBM PS/2 MODEL 30 WITH HD & MONITOR 
$1100.00 _ 
NCR 916 386SX WITH HD, MONITOR & KEYBOARD 
$1295.00 
ACER 915 286 WITH COLOR MONITOR 
$950.00 
APPLE 300/1200 EXTERNAL MODEM 
$126.00 
PLEXIGLASS PRINTER STAND 
$21.67 
ITEMS LESS THAN 
$10.00 
PLCS: 
ALL COMPUTER BOOKS 
40% OFF 
6 OUTLETS SURGE PROTECTOR 
$10.00 
ANTI STATIC MOUSE PAD 
$1.00 
IBM QUITE mPRINTHEAD 
$5.00 
MAC SECURITY PACK 
AND MUCH MORE! 
$$.00 
VIDEO LOGIC VHS 
TRAINING VIDEO FOR ALL MAJOR SOFTWARE APPLICATION 
$9.00 EACH 
Stephen soakes up some sun and California atmosphere on Ventura Blvd. in LA. 
Homesick? NOT! 
By Stephen Graham 
Guest Writer 
England, the land of bland cuisine, 
anal retentive inhabitants and the 
infamous Royals ("God Bless 'em"), is 
a far contrast from Stockton and UOP 
so, with such wonderful attributes, why 
did I leave the U. K. to spend spring 
break in California? 
Well, as a Graphic Design major in 
Liverpool, England (yes, that's right, 
where the Beatles came from and, just to 
qualify, Penny Lane, Strawberry Fields 
and Sgnt. Peppers do indeed exist) I 
became tired of the lack of sunlight, 
overpriced gas and British politics- the 
only subject that ever seems to be covered 
by the media 
Ok, so now that I have vaguely 
introduced myself, let me make a few 
sweeping generalizations about your 
heaven-sent campus and a brief insight 
into English student life. 
"Hardship" is a word on the lips of 
most students intheU.K. Ourwonderful 
conservative government (who may or 
may not be in power by the time this is 
World Wide Newsbits 
Boris Yeltsin, Russian President, made a motion earlier this week to put the 
Black Sea Fleet underthe jurisdiction of Russia in response to competing claims 
being made by the Ukraine. The dispute over the fleet between the two most 
powerful states to rise up out of the former Soviet Union, has become the main 
issue in the battle of will going on between the Ukraine and Russia. Ukrainian 
President Leonid M. Krauchuk, states that the Black Sea Fleet stationed in the 
Crimean Port, comes under the military jurisdiction of the Ukraine. 
A plane carrying Palestine Liberation Organization leader Yasir Arafat has 
disappeared somewhere over the Libyan desert Mr. Arafat left the Sudan and 
was expected to arrive in Sarah, Southeastern Libya, to visit a Palestine guerrilla 
camp. Contact was lost with the plane when it suddenly disappeared from the 
radar screen at about 8:45 p.m, local time, 45 miles from his destination. The area 
the plane was in was undergoing bad weather at the time of his disappearance. 
Operation operating International satellites have been assked to help locate the 
plane. 
Apparently more than 50 Haitians who qualified to apply for U.S. asylum 
were returned to Haiti by mistake and at leas2,500more refugees have been lost 
through computer and human error. Immigration officials acknowledge that 
errors may have been made but state that they have been under extreme 
conflicting pressure. Refugee organizations warn more Haitians to be admitted 
but the U.S. Government wants fewer Haitians admitted to the U.S. 
published) is seen as the sole creator of 
poverty amongst young persons 
attending universities all over England 
whose financial status is comparable to 
that of those standing in the bread-line. 
In addition to this, as if that wasn't 
enough, housing and unemployment 
benefits for full time students were axed 
to make life just that little bit more 
challenging. 
It does not stop there. The 
"Community Charge" or, to give it its 
more common name "The Poll Tax" (a 
tax for all British citizens over 18 years 
old) compounds an already grim and 
pitiful existence. Many students, myself 
included, simply defer payments for 
obvious reasons. That is not to say we 
escape paying, but it is a great short term 
solution. For the most part our standard 
of living seems to be far inferior to that 
of the students at UOP. 
However, forthemoment,thatwhole 
environment exists 6000 miles away 
which is fine with me. So, here I sit on 
. campus bathed in warm sunlight (words 
not found in an English dictionary) which 
is excellent if you happen to be an orange 
or one of the girls stretched out at the 
UOP swimming pool- it is a tough life 
you lead! 
Needless to say,the biggest difference 
is money, You have it, we do not. 
Everyone here looks healthy. In the U.K. 
the anemic, bleary eyed look is in, not 
that we have much choice. It is strange, 
any money students do have has two 
possible affects. Either we balloon to 
titanic proportions through excess 
drinking or we pay our bills. Either way, 
we starve. 
Now cars, that is something else. 
You could fit five or six of our average 
family car into one of the battleships 
cruising around campus. Mind, you have 
the space so an automobile is a necessity 
to get from point A to point B for 
example: from the bathroom to the 
kitchea Which brings me to fast food. 
Does anyone in the U.S. cook? I think 
we all know the answer to that one. It's 
insane. If I continue to eat junk for the 
duration of my stay I will need a stomach 
converter from Macy*s to adapt the six 
pounds of undigested red meat currently 
existing in my body! And, lastly, from 
red meat to red backs; yes I have a 
sunburn. But what the hey, a tan here is 
a given but in England it's a prized 
possession so I guess we all know where 
I will be hanging out from noon to three 
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Dr. Masagara outlines the age increase of Vital Force 
World on Wednesday 
Vital Force Concept in Africa 
By Laurel Handly 
International Editor 
"Vital Force Concept: An Underlying 
Concept In Understanding The Bantu 
World View, Culture, and History" was 
the topic of the lecture presented by Dr. 
Ndinzi Masagara from the Linguistics 
Department at Stanford University at 
World on Wednesday on April 8,1992. 
Dr. Masagara's lecture centered on 
the concept of Vital Force in Bantu 
society in South Africa. According to 
Dr. Masagara "anything that exists has a 
force according to this concept" The 
basic idea, in layman's terms is that in a 
hierarchical order ranging from God to 
Minerals, everything has a certain 
amount of force. To have supreme family. In this society,unlike inAmeria, 
happiness is to have possession of the people lie and add years to their age® 
greatest Vital Force, the worst adversity conversatroa Other things that determire 
isthediminutionofVitalForce. Different the strength and weakness of the Viti 
things have a varying amount of force Force are the circumstances of birth, 
depending where they stand in the individual and group experiences 
hierarchy. The order of the hierarchy is: 
GOD, Deceased human ancestors, 
Living human, Animals, Plants and 
vegetables and Minerals and objects. 
Within each category there is also a 
hierarchy. In the human category several 
factors dictate how much Vital Force a 
person has. The most important factor is 
age. According to Dr, Masagara, "always 
the older you are the more Vital Force 
you have. 
The grandparents are the head of the 
the circumstances of death. First andlasi 
children are said to have more Vital 
Force as do twins. Larger families share 
more Vital Force through the collective 
group experience. The best way todieis 
to be buried by your children, becauseo 
this, in some societies it was acceptable 
to commit suicide if people feltlikethe 
could say "I have done what I was 
supposed to accomplish." 
Things like sickness sap away J 
( See Vital Force, Page 9) 
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A chance of a lifetime will be offered 
to a select group of high school and 
college students wishing to earn college 
credit through the University of New 
Orleans while living and studying in the 
south of France this summer. 
UNO's The Glories of France 
program began in 1983 to give students 
the opportunity to improve their fluency 
in the French language and, at the same 
time, earn college credit. Through the 
collaboration of UNO and the Cours 
Inteasif de Francais (CTFl. the Glories of 
France is taught at the University Paul 
V alery in Montpellier, France from July 
3 through July 31. 
College students who have completed 
at least two semesters of French and are 
in good standing at their respective 
universities are eligible to apply. The 
program is also open to high school 
students who have an overall B average 
( See France, Page 9 ) 
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Large Pcppcroni Plm for 
Students Only i $6.50i! 
Summer Employment: 
High Sierra Resort needs 
workers for all or part of the 
summer season. Salary plus 




Kodak 3.5 High-Density 
Diskettes On Sale!! 
(Only for IBM Brand Computers) 
Original Price: $45.00 
Now : $13,501! 
*Best Deal Ever* 
Now only for a limited time, 
special offer: 
Buy two 1 o-packs Kodak3.5 
diskettes, get one Free UOP 
3.5 Diskette holder case. 
This is a 70% off special deal 
Offer expires on 4/23/92 
UNIVERSITY COMPUTER STORE 
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Books ... and a whole lot more! 
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Viola- ra ie  finished i  t  f t  s s !!! the sport he loved so much. Things did not 
work out at Golden West and Lance wan ted 
to dropout and {day on the two-man beach 
volleyball circuit It's beach ball that he 
loves the most "It's afreegame, and with 
two people on the court, you have more 
control of the match." 
Lance haddecided to dropoutofschool, 
until Joe Wortmann of UOP came in 
contact with him. Wortmann, head coach 
of the Men's Volleyball team, informed 
Lance of the Qub Volleyball team and the 
Tood'numbers this year. If Force they arTnorworshipSd "Z unbecoming a varsity team 
I Viola and Boggs can lead this ObjectmybeusedtoenhanceyourVital n; year. This meant that UOP would be 
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Lancefoundhimselfinatight position, 
but his sister Pam Lance came into the 
picture and helped Darren sort things out 
Pam, afoimerfour-yearplayerfbrPacific, 
won one National Championship. With 
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lie Jays to be at tire top all season, but 
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Leading the Tigers to 10-8 overall 
record, Lance helped the Tigers into the 
League Championships. Lance lit up the 
playoffs, as he lead an incredible Pacific 
attack that beat the Golden Beats of UC 
Berkeley. The Tigers lost in tire second 
gameoftheplayoffs,but they didbeatCal, 
tire eventual Qub Volleyball National 
Champion. 
Next year, Pacific's Men's Volleyball 
( Continued from page 1) 
anything." 
Miller began her duties as president 
two weeks ago, interviewing and hiring 
ASUOP service managers for next year, will be going Division I and Lance has 
The ASUOP President remains at UOP high expectations for the Tigers. With 
over the summer to ensure that the youngrecruits coming in andjuniorcollege 
uipicxin  K a a  u i ounc  iu students' voice is heard in University transfers coming in as well, Lance hopes 
{hiforthe top of the American League decision-making. Millar will then serve to find Pacific in the playoffs next year. If 
"lit nextfallandspringuntilanewpresident tire Tigers make itthatfar.it will be quite 
HieAmericanLeagueshouldhavea is elected. an accomplishment, and Darren Lance 
will have found a home where he can 
achieve his goal of a National 
Championship. 
AIDS 
( Continued from Page 1) 
In a press release issued by the Nation of 
Islam, Barbara Justice, a doctor in New 
York who is treating patients with 
Kemron and Immunex, stated, "If these 
reports [ofKemron's success] came from 
anywhere else, it would have caused a 
stampede." 
Muhammad also questioned tire true 
beginnings of tire HIV virus. "We blame 
tire monkeys for this epidemic, but the 
virus that they carry cannot harm 
themselves, let alone people. In 1969, 
during a study in the U.S. of several 
monkey viruses, it was discovered that 
we had the ability to create a synthetic 
biological agent for biological warfare. 
A report published secretlyin 1974stated 
that 13 nations in the world posed a 
threat to tire national security of the U.S. 
in the future. That biological weapon 
was developed and it is AIDS. ...I'm 
suggesting that that the U.S. and other 
western countries are involved in 
genocide," he said. 
According to Muhammad, victims 
of the vims can request to be treated with 
Kemron or Immunex by asking to be 
enrolled in an HIV alternative treatment 
group through the supervisionof adoctor. 
"If it is discovered that the drugs do not 
cure the virus, than Kemron and 
Immunex are good management controls 
for AIDS. Whenyouhavethesymptoms, 
we will treat you; when you don't, we 
will leave you alone— like tire flu and 
tire cold," Muhammad said. 
Food 
( Continued from page 2 ) 
has been a big success. We started with 
nothing and now we have tons of cans. 
I think people should look at it as a 
success." 
UOP student, Aaron Brown, who 
also has been very actively involved 
with the project said, "You can't call it a 
failure. It feels,good to be involved and 
everyone is very excited with the 
outcome." 
Forest 
(Continued from Page 4) 
public lands; HR 842 (Jontz), HR 3432 
(McDermott) and S 1536 (Adams). All 
of these proposals provide forpermanent 
protection from logging on the remaining 
ancient forests on public lands. 
The House Interior Committee is 
expected to act on ancient forest 
protection legislation this April. On the 
bargaining table is some of the most 
precious ancient forests in tire nation 
located within California, Oregon and 
Washington. These proposals include 
protection of the remaining ancient 
forests of the Sierra Nevada including 
ancient groves in the nearby Sierra, 
Sequoia, Stanislaus and Inyo National 
Forests. The ancient forests of the Sierra 
Nevada contain some of the most 
spectacular and biologically important 
ancient forests remaining in the natioa 
Legislative protection of tire remaining 
ancient forests from the methods 
described above is absolutely critical. 
For more information about how this 
legislation will prohibit the further 
destruction of public forests, contact 
either Terry Thompson at (209) 454-
1373 or Dee Dee Moosekian at (209) 
668-4000. 
France 
( Continued from Page 9) 
and have completed at least two years of 
French with a 3.25 or better and are at 
least 17 yearsold. Students will be taught 
by University of Montpellier and UNO 
faculty selected for their ability to 
integrate the travel and cultural 
experiences of the students with 
classroom learning. 
Students will also be a part of French 
culture through the many scheduled 
activities, field trips, and travels 
throughout southern France. An optional 
post-study tour, July 31 through August 
1, is available to all participants and 
features travel to famous landmarks of 
France such as tire Mont- St Michel, the 
chateaux country, and Paris. 
Formore information and a brochure, 
contact Marie Kaposchyn, THE 
GLORIES OF FRANCE, University of 
New Orleans, P.O. Box 569, New 
Orleans, LA 
70148, (504) 286-7455. 
Interview 
( Continued from Page 1) 
Miller: IthinkASUOPhasalotofreally 
good ideas that can be implemented by 
the University which would allow UOP 
to develop a better image. If [the 
administration] is willing to listen, there 
are great ideas out there. Wejustneedto 
utilize them. It is part of ASUOP's 
function, getting the students' ideas 
across to the administration and then to 
work with them to get the ideas 
implemented. 
What does the future hold for 
UOP? 
Miller: The future of UOP... it is going 
to get stronger. We have hit the bottom. 
I am a very optimistic person and I think 
there is only one place to go and that is 
up. Applications [for admission] are up, 
we are working on getting tire WASC 
report problems taken care of and I see 
the University being here formany more 
years to come. 
How can students help both 
ASUOP and UOP? 
Miller: They can help by projecting a 
positive image of the University. Going 
back to their high schools and telling 
others what a great place UOP is. We 
have the best faculty anywhere and we 
need to promote the positive [things 
about UOP], 
To speak with ASUOP President 
Barbara Miller, just call the ASUOP 
office at946-2233. She will be happy to 
meet with any students, faculty or staff 
that have ideas or concerns to share. 
Treasure 
( Continued from Page 2) 
out to be various locations on campus 
where the groups would go to get tire 
next set of equations in order to find the 
next point on the map. Eventually, the 
groups arrived at tire end and searched 
for an object in that designated area 
The event was run by the Associate 
Director of Housing, Cathy Sampson 
and UOP student, Scott Franklin. 
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Third Floor; Hand Hall 
946 - 2115 
Work For Cash or 
Earn Practicum Units 
Applications Are Due Tuesday, April 21 
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